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Abstract - E-Commerce allows us to interact with various product suppliers and buy various products from all over the world. There are various sites providing online facilities to both buyer and seller of product. In today’s world quality of the product play major role and user must be satisfied with the product. Advantage of using this approach in the E-Commerce site is to provide the user guarantee about the product before buying it. This will help the customer to identify right product and buy it after verifying the product. Reviewer of the product are important who will help to identify the customer as well as site owner to manage the buying or visibility of the product. By applying technique will help to determine the opinion of the previous buyer as well as aware new customer while purchasing the product by providing rating of the product. Through this customer, product seller and web manager all will get analysis of product.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In traditional way, one who tend to buy the product go through reviews manually by reading some of them which doesn’t help to understand the quality of product accurately. Sometimes rating given by previous buyers doesn’t help both new customers, product managers. Due to this buyer doesn’t get required guarantee or satisfaction and product manager not able to manage productivity. In the proposed system the customer will get accurate info regarding the product through rating or any other visual format.

As well as the product manager will get help by understanding product sales through by visualizing the obtained result. The research paper analyses the algorithms and methods used to implement prediction of prices. It is directed towards mining and also to provide a detailed analysis of products based on several factors that may have a direct impact on the seller and buyer. While attempts have been made to predict the class of products, however they have not yet been implemented for the products of ecommerce.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

In the research paper named Lexicon-based Approach for Sentiment Classification of Amazon Books Reviews in Italian Language.

[1] Franco Chiavetta, Giosue Lo Bosco and Giovanni Pilato. The system has been prototyped by using Python language and it has been tested on a dataset of reviews crawled from Amazon.it, the Italian Amazon website. Experiments show that the proposed system is able to automatically classify both positive and negative reviews, with an average accuracy of above 76%.

In the research paper named Extracting Sentiments from Reviews: A LexiconBased Approach

[2] Sujata L. Sonawane, Pallavi V. Kulkarni. This paper used lexicon based approach for classifying a review document as positive, negative or neutral. This paper extracts the sentiments from customer reviews and SentiWordNet is used to assign the polarity to each sentiment. The classification of review document is predicted by sentimental score. It provides the accuracy upto 76%. In the research paper named Sentiment Analysis On Facebook Group Using Lexicon Based Approach


1) data preprocessing- remove unwanted data, sentence split, tokenization, POS tagging and stemming.

2) Extraction of opinion words- adjectives are extracted using Apache Open NLP tool and extracted adjective stored in text file.
3) Seed list preparation- extracted adjectives are matched with the seed list words to find their polarity.

4) Polarity detection.

5) calculation of sentimental score. It compares the sentiment score of different mobiles finally determining whether the overall product has positive, negative or neutral opinion. It introduces a lexicon method. It focuses on single document unigram level sentiment analysis with an average of 70% accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. no.</th>
<th>Title Of Paper</th>
<th>Technique used</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Future Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sentiment Analysis of News Articles/ A Lexicon based Approach</td>
<td>Lexicon and corpus based approach</td>
<td>77.00%</td>
<td>Can improve using good data preprocessing techniques and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ML in prediction of stock market based on historical data and data from twitter sentiment analysis</td>
<td>Corpus based system with generative methods</td>
<td>64.18%</td>
<td>Can improve accuracy using a lexicon based approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Predicting stock market trends using random forest</td>
<td>Random forest algorithm</td>
<td>65.06%</td>
<td>Hybrid model can be used to improve accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sentiment classification based on sentiment analysis</td>
<td>Opinion word extraction</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>Can improve accuracy using POS tagging and word weighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Predicting multi text scores using Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>Naïve Bayes algorithm</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>Can improve accuracy using categorization algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Syntactic and semantic approaches for document mining</td>
<td>Word sentiment polarity identification</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>Can improve using corpus based approach and semantic approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ding et al., [4] Proposed an all encompassing vocabulary based approach which utilizes outer signs and phonetic traditions ofnormal dialect articulations to decide the semantic introductions of conclusions. Favorable position of this approach is that sentiment words which are setting subordinate are effectively dealt with. The calculation utilized utilizations semantic examples to manage exceptional words, phrases. Analysts manufactured a framework called Opinion Observer in view of this method. Examinations utilizing item audit dataset was profoundly compelling. It was demonstrated that numerous clashing conclusion words in sentences are likewise managed effectively. This framework indicates better execution when contrasted with existing strategies.

[6] Mao et al.explained In the experiment, method to determine text polarity classification has many advantages (1) The method automatic extracts the semantic features without semantic word dictionary.(2) The accuracy of the method will be higher when more prior knowledge is added. In the future research, the sentiment features in the Sentence Similarity Computing will be applied. Sentence Similarity Computing is the most critical technology in QA system, and the sentiment of sentences influences the similarity of sentences.

In the Research paper named

[7] Sentiment Analysis Based on Dictionary Approach Reshma Bhonde , Binita Bhagwat , Sayali Ingulkar , Apeksha Pande The naive bayes approach is used to interpret each sentence as positive and negative on the bases of useful word level feature. SVM classifier is trained on the interpreted sentences for the positive and negative classification.Contextual data is used to calculate the polarity of sentence and mark it as either negative or positive.

We are using “Lexicon and corpus based approach” which are giving 77% accuracy and also we can improve it by using good data cleaning techniques and semantic approach.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. System Architecture

1) Web Interface: It is the Front End of the system through which user can interact with the system. The Web Interface contains the following parts :-

a) Login Portal
b) User Details and Data Entry
c) User Reviews

2) Web Server: It is the Middleware of the system which contains the actual raw data provided by the user and helps process that data for further use.

It performs the following tasks:

a) Web Hosting
b) Database Services
c) Store the ML Model

3) Lexicon based Model: It is the Back End of the system through which the raw data provided by the user will be used to predict the product rating and analyzer the given data for product manager.

4. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PHASE

A. Requirements

1) Problem Definition

a) To take user reviews as input of particular product and generate rating for customer as well as make graphical representation for product manager.

2) Hardware and Software Requirements

a) Hardware Requirements: 4GB Ram, Intel/AMD Processor, 5GB Storage Space.

b) Software Requirements: Php, Latest Web Browser, Android 4.0.

B. Analysis

As we are performing semi-supervised learning hence there is no requirement of previous data that are labelled or training the model, we are using sentiword or vader dictionary to perform the classification of positive and negative words and as well as the words fall in neutral.

Analysis of Work needed to be done in stages:

1) Identify the positive and negative reviews
2) Create a lexicon based algorithm which can provide the most accurate rating and visualization.

C. Design Phase
5. CONCLUSION

A. We will develop the proposed expert system by using different data analysis algorithms to determine the quality, user perception predicted by each algorithm. The proposed expert system is to deploy on a web-application which will also be extended to an android application which will encompass the same functionality as that of the web-application itself.

B. We will also work to add some new features in the algorithm and try to increase accuracy of lexicon based model. We are going to get data from wordnet or vader that will use to predict the category of the review and will try to add some manual features to improve result.
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